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The Ricoh hybrid and remote 
work assessment.

The unexpected is the norm. 

The exception is the rule.

When work happens, you find a way to get through it. 

But you know you and your team deserve a better way. 

If any of these challenges sound familiar, we get it. And we can help solve it.

Answered yes to 3 or more? 
Work happens, get Ricoh Work AnywhereTM to help reduce your attack surface.

Answered yes to 3 or more? 
Work happens, get Work Anywhere to make every collaboration better.

We need access to sensitive files when working remotely or on mobile.

Employees need to work closely with people they have never met in person.

Employees are on their own to manage personal devices, even if it risks company data.

Some work groups are in Basecamp, others in Slack and still others just text message.

It’s important, but we struggle to engage employees in cybersecurity training.

We’ve missed important information scattered across text, email, in-document messages.

Employees have multiple passwords for multiple platforms.

Remote work can make our people feel like they’re grinding away in solitude. 

With our current workflow and tech, email attacks pose a larger threat.

Teamwork is hampered when remote and hybrid staff don’t have equal access to documents.

Are you balancing security with seamless access? This happens Never happens

Do your employees work like teammates or strangers? This happens Never happens

New challenges need new solutions. 

Introducing Ricoh Work Anywhere our flexible, all-in-one digital work solution for the hybrid and remote era that is 
designed around Microsoft® 365 Business Premium. 

Answered yes to 3 or more? 
Work happens, let Work Anywhere help your team focus on the work, not the technology.

Important meeting notes, recordings and inputs are scattered across different platforms.

Software updates are managed individually.

Version control slows us down, and multiple “final” files cause confusion.

Scheduling remote meetings feels like we’re in the time zone twilight zone. 

Large files and server sync issues interrupt email delivery.

Ever feel like employees are working at half capacity? This happens Never happens

Work Happens. That’s why you need Work Anywhere.


